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ABSTRACT

Herein, we describe a case study into the population
dynamics of in vitro selection, using RNA-cleaving
DNAzymes as a model system. We sought to under-
stand how the composition of the population
can change over time in response to different
levels of selection pressure, and how well these
changes are correlated with selection of the target
phenotype. The model population is composed of
857 DNAzyme clones representing 215 discrete
sequence classes, which had previously been
identified from two parallel selection experiments,
conducted under an increasingly stringent, or per-
missive and constant selection time pressure. In this
report, we determined the principal phenotypic
properties (i.e. kobs, maximum cleavage yield and
PCR efficiency) from a sample of 58 clones repre-
senting 46 different major and minor sequence
classes from various rounds of each selection
experiment. Interestingly, a positive correlation
between the catalytic rate constant and the corre-
sponding frequency and temporal position of a
given DNAzyme was not consistently observed;
however, the strength of the correlation was quali-
tatively higher under conditions of more stringent
selection time pressure. These results suggest that
the selective sampling paradigm on which in vitro
selection is based, may underestimate the true
functional capacity of any given random-sequence
library.

INTRODUCTION

DNAzymes and deoxyribozymes are synonymous terms
used to describe single-stranded DNA molecules that
can function as enzymes by catalyzing specific chemical
transformations. Since the report of the first DNAzyme

in 1994 (1), many additional examples have been identi-
fied. To date, DNAzymes can catalyze more than a dozen
different types of reactions and can provide rate enhance-
ments as high 1010-fold over the corresponding uncata-
lyzed reaction (2). A continuing challenge in this nascent
field is to map the fundamental limits of DNAzyme-
mediated catalysis (3), in terms of both their functional
versatility and functional proficiency as enzymes.
However, there is an underlying question as to whether
their true catalytic potential is limited by the lack of func-
tional groups in DNA (relative to RNA and proteins), or
simply by the method through which they are identified.
So far, DNAzymes have not been found in nature, but
have been exclusively isolated through a process known
as ‘in vitro selection’.
In vitro selection is a selective amplification technique

that can identify DNAzymes and other functional nucleic
acids like ribozymes and aptamers (4), from chemically
synthesized libraries of random sequences. There is a prac-
tical limit to the number of different sequences that can be
probed in any particular experiment, which is typically
well below the total theoretical number of permutations
(i.e. sequence space) associated with a random sequence of
a given length. For instance, it would require �3� 107 kg
of DNA to create a complete sequence library that
includes all 450 (or �1030) different sequences of an oligo-
nucleotide with 50 random nucleotide positions (5). Thus,
an in vitro selection experiment can practically search only
�1014 different sequences. From this example, it should
be apparent that sequence space cannot be explored
exhaustively, which underscores the importance of explor-
ing sequence space more effectively. There are a number of
experimental variables that must be considered in the
design and implementation of in vitro selection experi-
ments, and understanding how these variables can affect
the outcome may facilitate the identification of new
DNAzymes and other functional nucleic acids. Toward
this end, a number of studies have provided insight into
the significance of various factors including the length
(6–9), nucleotide composition (10) and structural
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complexity of random-sequence libraries (11,12), as well
as the type of divalent metal cofactors (13), selection time
(14) and excess sequence elements (6,15).
The population dynamics of in vitro selection is another

factor that should be considered, but is often taken for
granted because it is not an independent variable that
can be directly controlled. Nevertheless, it is important
to understand how the population composition can
change over time in response to different levels of selection
pressure, because of the selective sampling paradigm on
which in vitro selection is based. In vitro selection does not
systematically screen every individual sequence for activ-
ity. Instead, only a very small fraction of the initial library
(i.e. <10–12 of �1014 different sequences), typically from a
single point in time (i.e. the terminal round), is actually
tested for activity. The cost, time and labor-benefit of
selective sampling is certainly justified when the popula-
tion dynamics follow the expected pattern, characterized
by a consistent increase in the frequency (i.e. copy
number) of sequences with the target phenotype over suc-
cessive rounds of selection. However, deviations from
this presumed trajectory will reduce the effectiveness
of this strategy, which is a possibility that has not been
adequately addressed.
A few studies have used mathematical models to simu-

late how the composition of aptamer populations change
in response to certain variables during in vitro selection
(16–18), but the general validity of these theoretical
studies may be limited by simplifying assumptions.
Moreover, they cannot reproduce the complexity and sto-
chastic effects that are inherent to real experimental model
systems. For this reason, we previously initiated a case
study into the population dynamics of in vitro selection
(19), using a real population of RNA-cleaving
DNAzymes as a model system. Beginning from the same
population, two parallel selection experiments were con-
ducted under an increasingly stringent or constant and
permissive level of selection time pressure, and the
change in population composition was documented by
sequencing a total of 857 clones isolated from 17 different
rounds of selection. This comprehensive sequencing effort
not only allowed bulk changes in the composite popula-
tion to be monitored, but also changes in the specific fre-
quency of any one of the 215 discrete sequence classes that
were ultimately identified. Interestingly, and contrary to
expectations, we observed dynamic fluctuations in the
structure of the population, including the presence of
many transient sequence classes that peaked in frequency
at different rounds of selection. The frequency of only one
sequence class appeared to follow a consistently increasing
trajectory.
In the current study, we sought to gain further insight

into the population dynamics of this model system.
In particular, we wanted to understand how well
DNAzyme fitness was correlated with the selection of
the target phenotype. Herein, fitness is defined simply as
a measure of survival and reproductive success under the
imposed selection conditions. Therefore, the fitness of a
given DNAzyme should be directly correlated to, and
manifested by, its frequency and temporal position along
the generational timeline of an in vitro selection

experiment. The catalytic rate constant for RNA cleavage
(i.e. kobs) was the target phenotype of the original selection
experiments, and represents our primary interest in this
report. However, we examined a total of three different
phenotypic characteristics including the kobs, maximum
cleavage yield (Ymax) and PCR amplification efficiency,
because each is suspected to play a role in the overall fit-
ness of a DNAzyme. These phenotypic properties were
measured for a diverse sample of DNAzyme clones repre-
senting both major and minor sequence classes from many
different generations of each selection experiment.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Oligonucleotides and reagents

Oligonucleotides were prepared by automated DNA syn-
thesis using cyanoethylphosphoramidite chemistry (Keck
Biotechnology Resource Laboratory, Yale University;
Mobix Central Facility, McMaster University). DNA
and RNA oligonucleotides were purified by 10% denatur-
ing (7M urea) polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE)
and their concentrations were determined by spectroscopic
methods. Nucleoside 50-triphosphates and [g-32P]ATP
were purchased from Amersham Pharmacia. T4 DNA
ligase, T4 polynucleotide kinase (PNK), calf intestine
alkaline phosphatase and T7 RNA polymerase were pur-
chased from MBI Fermentas. All chemical reagents were
purchased from Sigma. The 50-nt RNA substrate (S) was
produced by in vitro transcription using T7 RNA polymer-
ase and an appropriate double-stranded DNA template
generated by PCR as described previously (14). The
sequences of relevant oligonucleotides used in the library
and for PCR are provided in Supplementary Figure S1.
The sequences of all characterized DNAzyme clones are
provided in Supplementary Figures S2 and S3.

In vitro selection and sequencing of selected DNA
populations

Details of the in vitro selection scheme and subsequent
cloning and sequence analysis of selected DNA popula-
tions have been described elsewhere (14,19).

Construction of fitness landscapes

The landscapes were constructed by grouping individual
clones into common sequence classes as described pre-
viously (19), and then normalizing the absolute number
of clones in a given class by the total number of clones
sequenced in a particular generation to give the normal-
ized frequency of each class in each generation. In an
effort to emphasize the pattern of dominant sequence
classes and minimize the visual clutter created by transient
sequence classes composed of relatively few clones, we
originally imposed an arbitrary cumulative threshold
value of 0.1 as a criterion for inclusion into the land-
scape (19). In other words, if the sum of the normalized
frequency values calculated across all generations of a
given sequence class was �0.1 (i.e. �5 or more clones),
the sequence class was included in the fitness landscape.
This requirement was imposed after the normalized
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frequency values were calculated for all sequence classes.
In this study, the aforementioned landscapes were modi-
fied to include several examples of minor sequence classes
so that the phenotypic properties of both major and minor
classes could subsequently be compared. It should be
noted that the total sequence diversity exhibited in exper-
iment A (i.e. 113 classes) and B (i.e. 172 classes) was
simply too large to clearly illustrate in fitness landscapes;
therefore, the exclusion of many minor sequence classes
was considered necessary.

Construction of substrate-DNAzyme cis constructs

The 50-nt RNA substrate was first ligated to the upstream
14-nt DNA sequence (A1=50 gga aac tag aca ga) in a
separate large-scale ligation reaction. Typically,
2500 pmol of RNA substrate was combined with
2750 pmol ligation splint (50 tct ctc tcc tct gtc tag) and
3000 pmol of A1, heated for 30 s at 908C and allowed to
cool at room temperature for �10min. After cooling, 10 ml
of 10� ligase buffer (supplied by Fermentas) and 10 ml of
T4 DNA ligase (5Weiss units/ml) were added to initiate
the ligation reaction. The reaction mixture (100 ml, total
volume) was incubated at room temperature for 4 h or
overnight. The ligated A1-RNA substrate was recovered
by standard ethanol precipitation and purified by 10%
denaturing PAGE. The A1-RNA substrate construct
was 50-32P labeled with PNK, extracted twice with
phenol/chloroform/isoamyl alcohol (25:24:1), and ethanol
precipitated before being used in separate small-scale
ligation reactions with specific deoxyribozymes. Thirty
picomoles of A1-substrate was combined with 90 pmol
of 50-phosphorylated deoxyribozyme, 36 pmol of ligation
splint (50 gcg tac gtg tcg aac ctg att cg) and 45 pmol of
substrate cleavage blocker (50 ttt acg taa cgc acc cat ctc tct
cct ctg tct ag), heated at 908C for 30 s and allowed to cool
at room temperature for �5–10min. The substrate cleav-
age blocker is a synthetic DNA oligonucleotide comple-
mentary to a section of the RNA substrate surrounding
the cleavage site, and was used to minimize deoxyribo-
zyme-mediated cleavage during ligation. After cooling,
1.25 ml of 10� ligase buffer (supplied by Fermentas), 4 ml
of T4 DNA ligase (5Weiss units/ml) and DEPC-treated
H2O were added to a final volume of 25 ml. The reaction
was incubated at 378C for 1 h, then ethanol precipitated
and purified by 10% denaturing PAGE.

Kinetic analyses of DNAzymes

The rate constants for DNAzyme-catalyzed RNA cleav-
age were determined in an intramolecular self-cleavage
format, which by default, is a single turnover reaction.
This format is used during in vitro selection (as opposed
to an intermolecular trans reaction), and therefore is
most appropriate for the current study. Each 50-32P
labeled substrate-DNAzyme cis construct was heated at
908C for 30 s, and allowed to cool at room temperature
for �10min. An equal volume of 2� reaction buffer
(200mM KCl, 800mM NaCl, 15mM MgCl2, 15mM
MnCl2, 100mM HEPES pH 7.0 at 238C) was then
added to initiate the reaction. The reaction was terminated
after a designated period of time by the addition of

quenching buffer containing 60mM EDTA, 7M urea
and loading dye solution. The cleavage products from a
reaction time course (consisting of �13–16 different time
points) were separated by denaturing 10% PAGE, and
quantitated using a PhosphorImager and ImageQuant
software. A graph of fraction cleaved versus time (t) was
plotted for each timecourse, and the experimental data
fit to either a single exponential equation Y=Ymax

ð1�eð�kobs�tÞÞ, or a double exponential equation
Y ¼ Ymax1ð1�e

ð�kobs1�tÞÞ þ Ymax2ð1�e
ð�kobs2�tÞÞ, using non-

linear regression analysis in GraphPad Prism 4, from
which the observed rate constant (kobs) and maximum
cleavage yield (Ymax) were determined. All cleavage reac-
tions were observed to follow single-exponential kinetics,
unless otherwise specifically noted. For clarity, the kinetic
parameters from only the first phase (i.e. kobs1 and Ymax1)
of biphasic reactions were plotted in Figure 4B and
C. Kinetic parameters were determined from at least two
independent experiments that typically differed by <30%
for kobs values and <5% for Ymax values. The kobs values
presented in Figure 3 represent initial rate constants that
were determined previously by linear regression, as
described elsewhere (19).

Determination of PCR amplification efficiency

PAGE-purified synthetic DNA oligonucleotides corre-
sponding to specific DNAzyme clones were used as the
template for PCR1 reactions. The product of each PCR1
reaction was used as the input template for the corre-
sponding PCR2 reaction. A master reaction mixture com-
posed of all components necessary for PCR, except the
DNAzyme template, was prepared and then separated
into 25-ml aliquots. Each aliquot contained 0.2mM of
each type of dNTP, 2.5ml of 10� PCR buffer (supplied
by Biotools), 0.5mM each of forward and reverse primers,
1.25U Tth DNA polymerase (Biotools) and 0.25ml of
50� SYBR green (Molecular Probes). PCR reactions
were conducted in a 96-well plate format using the
Stratagene Mx3000P QPCR System. PCR amplification
was monitored in real time using SYBR green as a fluo-
rescence reporter. Each PCR cycle consisted of 948C for
30 s, 508C for 45 s and 728C for 40 s.
The PCR amplification efficiency for a given DNAzyme

sequence was determined using the following steps: (i)
The cycle threshold (Ct) was measured for a set of four
reactions representing 10-fold serial dilutions of the
DNAzyme template (the cycle threshold refers to the
cycle at which the level of fluorescence crosses a predefined
threshold above background). (ii) A graph of Ct versus the
logarithm of the dilution factor was plotted, from which
the slope was used to calculate the percent amplification
efficiency (E) using the equation E=10–(1/slope) – 1 (20).
Each PCR efficiency value was determined from duplicate
trials.

RESULTS

A model system based on RNA-cleaving DNAzymes

The model system described herein was originally devel-
oped through two previous studies (14,19). A recap of the
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relevant experimental details is presented below, in order
to provide sufficient context to understand the results of
new experiments.

We previously devised an in vitro selection strategy
to isolate RNA-cleaving DNAzymes from a library of
chimeric molecules, each containing 80 random-sequence
deoxyribonucleotides and 50 fixed-sequence ribonucleo-
tides (14). Details of the selection scheme are provided
in Figure 1, which has been adapted from ref. 14. A
single selection experiment was initially conducted for
seven rounds under a constant, and relatively permissive,
5-h selection time. Detectable cleavage products were not
observed for the first four rounds of selection; however,
three different catalytic subpopulations appeared in gener-
ation 5 (G5), each corresponding to a unique cleavage site
along the 50-nt RNA substrate domain. In G7, one of the
three subpopulations of DNAzymes was chosen to serve
as the common starting pool for two subsequent selection
experiments conducted in parallel. This subpopulation
exhibited robust cleavage of the RNA substrate at a spe-
cific 50-GG dinucleotide junction, and a preliminary
assessment of the population composition revealed exten-
sive genetic variation (i.e. 43 unique sequence classes were
identified from 48 sequenced clones). We therefore rea-
soned that this system could provide an interesting
case study to investigate the dynamics of population
change over multiple rounds of in vitro selection (19).
The two experiments, denoted as A and B, differed in
the stringency of the selection time, which served as
the main form of selection pressure (Figure 2). The same
selection buffer was used throughout both experi-
ments, and consisted of 100mM KCl, 400mM NaCl,
7.5mM MgCl2, 7.5mM MnCl2 and 50mM HEPES
pH 7.0 at 238C. In experiment A, the selection time was
progressively reduced from 5h (G7) to 30min (G8), to
5min (G9–G11), to 30 s (G12–G14) and finally to 5 s
(G15–G24). In experiment B, a constant selection time
of 5 h was used during each selection round (G7–G30).
The relatively large number of selection rounds conducted
in each experiment was intended to broaden the evolution-
ary timescale, in order to increase the sensitivity of the

Figure 1. In vitro selection strategy. (A) Library design. Each molecule
in the library contains 80 random-sequence nucleotides (N80) as the
putative DNAzyme domain, and a substrate domain composed of 50
fixed-sequence ribonucleotides (shown in red). The random domain is
flanked by a 9-nt forward primer binding site (FPBS), and a 15-nt
reverse-primer-binding site (RPBS). RPBS1 was used from generations
0 to 7. In generation 8, the population was split into two parallel
selection experiments and different reverse primer binding sites
(RPBS2) were used to minimize cross contamination during PCR. The
RNA substrate is preceded by a 14-nt fixed DNA sequence intended to
facilitate the separation of cleavage products during PAGE. (B) In vitro
selection cycle. Each round of selection consists of steps 1–9. In step 1,
the 32P-radiolabeled DNAzyme domain is 50-phosphorylated, and then
ligated to the substrate domain in step 2. The ligation product is

purified by denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) in
step 3, and incubated with the selection buffer (containing the divalent
metal cofactors Mn2+ and Mg2+) to promote metal-dependent
DNAzyme-mediated cleavage of the attached RNA substrate in step
4. The cleavage reaction is allowed to proceed for a designated period
and stopped with the addition of the metal-chelating agent, EDTA.
Although cleavage can potentially occur anywhere along the 50 ribo-
nucleotides comprising the substrate domain, the population of
DNAzymes described herein cleaved at one specific site (denoted by
the arrow). The 30-cleavage fragment(s) containing the DNAzyme
domain is subsequently purified by PAGE in step 5. Two consecutive
polymerase chain reactions (PCR) are used in steps 6 and 7 to amplify
the cleavage fragments. The forward and reverse primers used in PCR 1
are denoted as P1 and P2, respectively. P1 contains extra nucleotides at
the 50 end (denoted in blue) that introduce a new forward priming site
for the second PCR. PCR 2 uses the same reverse primer as PCR 1, but
a different forward primer denoted as P3. The P3 primer contains a
30-terminal ribonucleotide. In step 8, the double-stranded PCR product
is treated with NaOH to cleave the embedded ribonucleotide, which
regenerates the single-stranded DNAzyme domain. The DNAzyme
domain is isolated by denaturing PAGE (step 9), and used to initiate
the next round of selection.
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model system for detecting slow or latent evolutionary
trajectories.

To minimize PCR cross-contamination between the two
parallel selection experiments, different primer-binding
sites were appended to the 30 end of each population of
DNAzymes in G8. Approximately 50 clones from each of
generations 7, 8, 10, 13, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27 and 30 were
sequenced for both experiments A (up to G24 only) and B.
A total of 215 different sequence classes were identified
from 857 sequenced clones (19). In general, individual
clones fell into discrete sequence classes as reflected by
an average sequence identity of >90% within classes,
versus an average sequence identity of only �30%
between classes. Furthermore, the maximum sequence
identity shared between any two classes did not exceed
56%. A complete summary of the distribution and fre-
quency of clones within each sequence class and selection
experiment is described elsewhere (19).

Changes in the catalytic rate constant and sequence
diversity of the composite population were traced over
the course of each selection experiment (Figure 3, adapted
from ref. 19). In experiment A, a relatively rapid reduction
in the sequence diversity occurred until G15, after which
point the sequence diversity ratio (calculated by dividing

the number of discrete sequence classes by the number
of sequenced clones) fluctuated around an average value
of �0.2 (corresponding to �10 sequence classes). The
composite population in experiment A also experienced
an �17-fold increase in the catalytic rate constant between
G7 (kobs=0.036min–1) and G15 (kobs=0.62min–1),
but did not increase significantly beyond G15 when the
selection time was held constant. A very different scenario
was observed in experiment B, which was subjected to a
constant 5-h selection time during every round of selec-
tion. Interestingly, a steady decrease in the sequence diver-
sity occurred despite the fact that the catalytic rate
constant did not increase between G7 and G30.

Experiment A: mapping the catalytic rate constant and
maximum cleavage yield onto the fitness landscape

The distribution of fitness values in a population of
DNAzymes can be visualized as a three-dimensional land-
scape to study evolutionary changes over time, in analogy
to the original concept of fitness landscapes proposed by
Sewell Wright (21). In the context of this study, fitness
landscapes were used to show the change in frequency of
specific DNAzyme sequence classes over successive gen-
erations of selective amplification. Figure 4A shows the
fitness landscape corresponding to 16 different sequence
classes, which account for �14% of the total number of
classes, and �66% of the total number of clones identified
in experiment A (19). This landscape has been modified
from the original version (19), which contained only major
sequence classes based on normalized frequency, and as
defined by an arbitrary cumulative threshold value of 0.1
(see ‘Materials and Methods’ section). Figure 4A now
contains several minor classes that appear transiently
and in low copy number, which were added so that

Figure 2. Summary of the selection time used during each round of
selection. A single selection experiment was conducted from generation
0 to 7 using a selection time of 5 h. The population at generation 7
served as the common starting pool for two parallel selection experi-
ments conducted under different levels of selection time pressure.
In experiment A, the selection time was progressively reduced over a
total of 24 rounds. In experiment B, the selection time was maintained
at a constant value over a total of 30 rounds. The sequences of �50
random clones were determined at each generation denoted by a red
circle, in both experiments A and B.

Figure 3. Genotypic and phenotypic progression of the composite
population, adapted from ref. 19. The diversity ratio and catalytic
rate constant (kobs) were determined over multiple generations, to
trace changes in both the genotypic and phenotypic character of the
composite population. The diversity ratio is a measure of the sequence
diversity within the population, and is defined as the number of differ-
ent sequence classes divided by the number of sequenced clones. In
experiment A, the selection pressure was increased by decreasing the
selection time from 5h to 5 s. In experiment B, the selection time was
maintained at 5 h in every generation.
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better insight could be gained from subsequent compara-
tive analyses of fitness and phenotype between classes. The
remaining sequence classes were excluded from the land-
scape simply to minimize visual clutter, and their absence
is not expected to change any conclusions reported herein.
However, this restricted sample set should be taken into
consideration when interpreting the fitness landscape. For
instance, while it may not be readily apparent from the
landscape shown in Figure 4A, the sequence diversity
has converged significantly, as previously indicated in
Figure 3.

In general, the fitness landscape is characterized by a
relatively continuous transition in dominant sequence
classes; that is, sequence classes that dominate near the
beginning of the selection experiment are superseded
by other classes in subsequent rounds of selection.
Presumably, the increase in selection pressure (i.e.
decrease in selection time) helps to elicit changes in the
temporal distribution of sequences by eliminating
DNAzymes with lower catalytic activity. Only one
sequence class, E18, appears to rise steadily to dominance
over repeated rounds of selection. It should be noted that
the staggered appearance of the sequence classes across
generational time is probably due in part to the sample
size used to construct the landscapes (i.e. �50 clones
sequenced per generation), particularly during the early
generations when the sequence diversity was relatively
high.

By itself, the fitness landscape in Figure 4A does not
show any phenotypic information. To determine how
well the frequency and temporal position of a given
sequence class correlates with the target phenotype, we
constructed a phenotypic landscape (in analogy to the pre-
ceding fitness landscape) based on the catalytic rate con-
stants of individual DNAzyme clones. Figure 4B shows
the kobs values of 21 representative clones chosen from
among each sequence class, and in some cases from
more than one generation within a given sequence class.
It should be noted that all rate constants were determined
in a ‘cis’ format, in which the substrate domain is cova-
lently attached to the DNAzyme domain, as is the case
during in vitro selection. The measured rate constants
range in value from 0.14min–1 (E2) to 2.52min–1

(E18-G21), and no clones were inactive. A general corre-
lation is observed between the catalytic rate constant and
the frequency/position of a given sequence class along the
landscape. For instance, sequence classes that were elimi-
nated during earlier selection rounds tend to have lower
rate constants than classes that survived until later rounds
(under increased selection time pressure). However, there
were also some notable deviations from this trend. For
instance, sequence classes E42 and E14 exhibit high
rate constants of 2.1 and 1.8min–1, respectively, but nev-
ertheless decreased in frequency after generation 15. This
observation is contrary to expectations. Sequence class
E75 actually exhibits lower rate constants (i.e. 0.87min–1

and 0.31min–1 for different clones from G15 and G21,
respectively) than E42 and E14, but represents a greater
fraction of the population in later generations (i.e. from
G18 onward). Another interesting pair of sequence classes
are E88 and E25, which both appear very late in the

Figure 4. The fitness and phenotypic landscapes of selection experiment
A. (A) The fitness landscape adapted from ref. 19, shows changes in the
frequency of specific DNAzyme sequence classes over multiple genera-
tions of in vitro selection. The selection time used for each generation is
indicated. The number of clones observed in each sequence class was
normalized to the total number of clones sequenced per generation.
Sequence classes were arbitrarily arranged in an order that illustrates
the evolutionary succession between competing classes, but is not
intended to reflect any sequence homology. (B) Catalytic rate constants
are shown for a representative sample of 21 DNAzyme clones isolated
from different sequence classes and different generations of the selection
experiment. The spatial arrangement and order of sequence classes
from the fitness landscape in part A, have been preserved in this
graph to facilitate comparison. Rate constants ranged in value from
0.14min–1 (E2) to 2.52min–1 (E18–G21), with no inactive clones.
Sequence classes E23 and E77 exhibited biphasic kinetics for which
only the first phase (kobs1) has been graphed: E23 kobs1=0.61min–1,
kobs2=0.024min–1; E77 kobs1=0.36min–1, kobs2=0.025min–1. (C)
Maximum cleavage yields (Ymax) corresponding to the same
DNAzyme clones reported in (B) are shown. Only data from the
first phase (Ymax1) of the reaction catalyzed by the clones in sequence
classes E23 and E77 are graphed: E23 Ymax1=26%, Ymax2=34%; E77
Ymax1=35%, Ymax2=32%.
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selection experiment, despite having competitive rate con-
stants of 1.6 and 1.8min–1, respectively. E88 appears
for the first time in G24 as a very minor sequence class,
and E25 appears only transiently in G15 before making a
resurgence in generations 21 and 24.

Another phenotypic characteristic that could poten-
tially influence the frequency and temporal position of
different DNAzyme sequence classes is the maximum
cleavage yield (Ymax). It is not unusual for DNAzyme
catalyzed reactions to exhibit incomplete substrate con-
version, which can be due to misfolding and/or other fac-
tors discussed elsewhere (22). Figure 4C shows the
corresponding Ymax values for each of the clones reported
in Figure 4B. The maximum cleavage yields range from
26% (E23) to 80% (E18); however, it should be noted that
the clones from sequence classes E23 and E77 exhibited
biphasic kinetics, which are characterized by a rapid initial
phase of substrate cleavage followed by a slower second
phase. For clarity, only the value of the first phase (Ymax1)
is shown in Figure 4C (and similarly for the corresponding
kobs1 values presented in Figure 4B). The average Ymax

value derived from representative clones of the seven con-
secutive sequence classes from E18 to E14 is �69%, which
is �9% higher than the average value for the nine consec-
utive sequence classes from E74 to E121 (calculated using
the sum of Ymax1 and Ymax2 for the biphasic reactions
exhibited by E23 and E77); this observation is consistent
with the dominance of the former group of sequences
during later rounds in the experiment.

Experiment B: mapping the catalytic rate constant and
maximum cleavage yield onto the fitness landscape

Figure 5A shows the fitness landscape corresponding to 38
different sequence classes, which account for �22% of the
total number of classes, and �63% of the total number of
clones identified in experiment B (19). This landscape has
been modified from the original version described pre-
viously (19), by incorporating several examples of minor
sequence classes to augment the existing collection of
major classes (as defined previously for experiment A).
Similar to the results from experiment A, the population
in experiment B is subject to dynamic changes, as reflected
by the continuous transition in dominating sequence
classes. Moreover, almost no sequence classes appear to
rise steadily in frequency. However, in contrast to the rel-
atively narrow and peaked distribution of classes observed
in the fitness landscape of experiment A (Figure 4A), the
shape of the landscape from experiment B is characterized
by a broader and more flat distribution of classes
(Figure 5A).

The corresponding phenotypic landscapes in Figure 5B
and C show the kinetic parameters (kobs and Ymax, respec-
tively) for 34 individual clones representing various
sequence classes. The measured rate constants range in
value from 0.02min–1 (E2-G21) to 1.44min–1 (E18), and
no inactive clones were observed. These phenotypic land-
scapes reveal some interesting trends. A number of
sequence classes that were eliminated by G15, actually
exhibit higher rate constants than the classes that sup-
planted them in subsequent generations. For instance,

E18, which exhibited the highest rate constant among
the tested clones (i.e. kobs=1.4min–1), was only observed
transiently in generations 8, 10 and 15. In general, there
does not appear to be any consistent positive correlation
between the target phenotype and the frequency/position
of DNAzymes along the fitness landscape. Higher cleav-
age yields might therefore be expected to compensate for
the lower rate constants, in order to produce the observed
distribution of sequence classes. The magnitude of the
Ymax values plotted in Figure 5C are relatively comparable
across the landscape, indicating that differential cleavage
yields were not a primary determinant of the selection
outcome. In fact, the average Ymax value for the 15 con-
secutive classes from E38 to E198 is actually �10% higher
than the average value for the 15 consecutive classes from
E3 to E53, which dominated later in the selection
experiment.

Intra-class phenotypic variations

On average, clones were assigned to a common sequence
class when they shared >90% nucleotide identity; never-
theless, we wondered if small sequence variations would
cause any significant phenotypic differences between
clones from the same class. To address this issue, we
chose a sample of sequence classes (i.e. E18, E25, E75,
E14, E8, E2 and E4), and determined the rate constants
for different clones within each class (Figures 4B and 5B).
The following pairs of clones are from the same genera-
tion within each given class, so the kobs value of only
one clone per pair could be explicitly shown in Figure
4B: E18G15–C1 (1.0min–1) and E18G15–C6 (1.0min–1);
E42G15–C16 (2.1min–1) and E42G15–C24 (1.1min–1);
E74G15–C30 (0.48min–1) and E74G15–C33 (1.3min–1). The
observed variation in catalytic activity between clones
from the same sequence class ranged from neutral
(e.g. E8) to as high as �5-fold (e.g. E14). Therefore,
intra-class phenotypic variations could potentially con-
tribute to the dynamic fluctuations observed in the fre-
quency and temporal position of some sequence classes.
These sequence variations were likely acquired as spon-
taneous mutations during PCR, which can have mala-
daptive, neutral or adaptive consequences for the fitness
of a DNAzyme. For instance, the E14 class identified in
experiment A, appears to be a case where an adaptive
mutation may have extended its evolutionary trajectory
along the fitness landscape (Figure 4A). In G10, class
E14 exhibited a rate constant of only 0.34min–1, but this
value increased to 1.7 and 1.8min–1 in the following
generations (Figure 4B). If not for the acquisition of an
adaptive mutation(s), E14 would likely have been elimi-
nated during earlier rounds of selection along with other
slower DNAzyme classes such as E105.
In a different study, we demonstrated that the catalytic

activity of E14 is mediated by a small DNAzyme motif
known as ‘8-17’, which is embedded near the 50 end of
the random-sequence domain (15). The 8-17 DNAzyme
contains a well-defined catalytic core measuring only
14–15 nt in length, and forms a three-way helical junction
structure when it binds to the substrate through Watson–
Crick base-pairing on either side of the cleavage site
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Figure 5. The fitness and phenotypic landscapes of selection experiment B. (A) The fitness landscape adapted from ref. 19, shows changes in the
frequency of specific DNAzyme sequence classes over multiple generations of in vitro selection. The number of clones observed in each sequence class
was normalized to the total number of clones sequenced per generation. Sequence classes were arbitrarily arranged in an order that illustrates the
evolutionary succession between competing classes, but is not intended to reflect any sequence homology. Blank ‘spacer’ intervals were inserted into
the graph to provide an unobstructed view of certain classes. Sequence class E8/9R is labeled as such, because it is the suspected recombination
product of class E8 and E9 (19). (B) Catalytic rate constants are shown for a representative sample of 34 DNAzyme clones isolated from different
sequence classes and different generations of the selection experiment. The spatial arrangement and order of sequence classes from the fitness landscape
in (A), have been preserved in this graph to facilitate comparison. Rate constants ranged in value from 0.02min–1 (E2–G21) to 1.44min–1 (E18), with
no inactive clones. (C) Maximum cleavage yields (Ymax) corresponding to the same DNAzyme clones reported in (B) are shown.
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(Figure 6A). Sequence elements peripheral to this motif,
and the nucleotides immediately adjacent to it (which are
required for substrate binding), were shown to be largely
unnecessary for activity as determined by deletion analy-
ses (15). Therefore, it is reasonable to attribute variations
in the activity of different E14 clones to specific mutations
in the 8-17 catalytic core. Furthermore, 8-17 has been the
subject of systematic mutational analyses reported else-
where (23,24), so the functional consequences of different
mutations can be readily interpreted. Figure 6B traces the
change in the 8-17 motif of E14 over successive genera-
tions. In generations 7 and 8, E14 is composed of a single
type of 8-17 motif. However, in G10, the E14 class is com-
posed of 67% of the original ‘wild-type’ sequence, and
33% of a new sequence containing a C12T substitution.
This C12T mutation is associated with a higher rate con-
stant (23,24), consistent with the measured values shown
in Figure 6B. In generation 13, the C12T mutant accounts
for 89% of the E14 class, and appears to go to fixation
by G15, representing 100% of the class thereafter.
Interestingly, E14 was also identified as a transient class
that appeared as a single clone in G10, G13, G15 and G18
in experiment B. The adaptive C12T mutation was also
observed in G10 and G15 of experiment B, but only
in combination with other mutations that are expected
to be maladaptive.

Different selection pressure promotes divergent
evolutionary trajectories

E14 is actually just one of 29 sequence classes that were
identified in both experiment A and B, of which six of the

most prominent (based on copy number) are presented in
Figures 4 and 5 (i.e. E18, E42, E14, E23, E2 and E25).
Experiments A and B started with the same G7 pool of
sequences, so the relatively low level of recurrence (29/
215� 13%) observed between these experiments under-
scores how easily the outcome of selection can change in
response to different selection pressures. Figure 7 illus-
trates the remarkably different evolutionary trajectories
taken by the same sequence class (E18) in experiment A
versus B. In experiment A, the frequency of E18 progres-
sively increases until it reaches a maximum of �73% of
the total population in G21 (before declining slightly to
55% in G24). In contrast, E18 appears only transiently
(i.e. �2% of the population) in generations 8, 10 and 15
of experiment B. We determined the rate constants of spe-
cific clones from both experiments to eliminate the possi-
bility that intra-class phenotypic variations might account
for the observed difference in trajectories; however, all
the tested clones exhibited comparable rate constants
>1min–1 (Figure 7). It should also be noted that 103 of
the 106 clones comprising the E18 class contain identical
8-17 motifs, including all three clones from experiment B.

PCR amplification efficiency

We sought to determine if there was any correlation
between the frequency/temporal distribution of sequence
classes along the fitness landscape, and the efficiency with
which they are amplified during PCR. We speculated that
significant variations in amplification efficiency could
obscure the expected relationship between the catalytic
rate constant and corresponding frequency/temporal

Figure 6. Catalytic activity of E14 is mediated by an 8-17 motif. (A) Schematic diagram of the library design showing the relative location of an
embedded 8–17 motif, and presumed folding into its secondary structure. The 8–17 motif engages the substrate sequence through Watson–Crick
base-pairing (vertical lines) on either side of a specific GG dinucleotide cleavage site, to form a three-way helical junction. The 8–17 is composed of
15 nt, characterized by a 3-bp stem terminating in a tri-loop, and a 5-nt single-stranded bulge region. Only the four underlined nucleotides are highly
conserved. The specific 8–17 sequence observed in E14 is shown. (B) Sequence analysis showing acquisition and subsequent fixation of an adaptive
mutation at position 12 (boxed) in the 8–17 motif of E14, over successive generations (G) of in vitro selection. The percentage of the population
represented by a given 8–17 sequence is indicated for each generation, along with the actual number of clones. Catalytic rate constants are provided
for three representative clones from the indicated generations.
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position of a given sequence class. For instance, a rela-
tively high amplification efficiency might compensate for a
low catalytic activity, and relatively low amplification effi-
ciency might hamper the benefits of high catalytic activity.
The frequency of specific DNAzymes in the fitness land-
scape would therefore reflect the total contribution made
by each of these factors (and Ymax).
A representative sample of sequences were chosen from

experiments A and B, and the amplification efficiency was
determined for both of the PCR1 and PCR2 amplification
steps involved in the selection scheme (Figure 1B).
A total of 480 PCR reactions were conducted for this pur-
pose (Figure 8). It should be noted that the forward

primer differed between PCR 1 and PCR 2, while the
reverse primer differed between experiments A and B.
The amplification efficiency of 13 sequences chosen from
experiment A ranged in value from 69% to 80%, with an
average value of 75% for both PCR 1 and PCR 2. The
amplification efficiency of 17 sequences from experiment B
ranged in value from 66% to 92%, with an average value
of 82% for PCR 1 and 78% for PCR 2. According to
the results shown in Figure 8, there does not appear to
be any systematic correlation between PCR amplification
efficiency and the frequency/position of individual
DNAzymes in the fitness landscapes.

DISCUSSION

The selective sampling paradigm of in vitro selection

With the isolation of many hundreds of different deoxy-
ribozymes, ribozymes and aptamers over the last 18 years,
it has become increasing apparent that random-sequence
space contains many types of functional nucleic acids
beyond what can be found in nature. Significant progress
has been made toward mapping the boundaries of nucleic
acid function, although the true functional limits
may be difficult to define because of the sheer scale of
global sequence space. Nevertheless, we can make infer-
ences about the global distribution, and functional poten-
tial of nucleic acids, by investigating subsets of sequence
space through in vitro selection. Although the smaller
number of sequences probed in an in vitro selection exper-
iment is more manageable, the question of how best
to access functional molecules is still very relevant,
since the distribution of target sequences is not known
a priori. Furthermore, in vitro selection relies on selective
sampling, rather than the systematic screening of each
sequence, to identify molecules with the target phenotype.
The challenge, therefore, is to implement a selection strat-
egy that can reliably separate and detect the rare func-
tional sequences, from the majority of nonfunctional
sequences present in the initial random-sequence library.

With in vitro selection, the general expectation is that
sequences with the target phenotype should increase in
frequency with repeated cycles of selective amplification.
Typically, the experiment is terminated after a plateau in
the activity of the composite population is reached (or as
otherwise determined by the specific reasoning of the
experimenter), and the population from the terminal
round is then subjected to molecular cloning and sequen-
cing to identify specific sequences that can be studied in
isolation. If the terminal pool consists of multiple
sequences, they may be grouped into major and minor
classes according to their copy number, and the major
classes are usually assumed to represent the best candi-
dates for detailed functional analysis. In this way, only a
very small sample of the genetic diversity in the original
library is subject to any real scrutiny. It follows that the
effectiveness of this selective sampling process will depend
on the strength of the relationship between the target phe-
notype, and the frequency and temporal position of
sequences in the selection experiment.

Figure 8. PCR amplification efficiency. Each value represents the aver-
age of two duplicate experiments, and error bars correspond to the
range. The efficiency of both PCR 1 (yellow bars) and PCR 2 (blue
bars) are shown. The sequence classes are arranged in the same relative
order (from left to right) as they appear in the fitness landscapes
of Figures 4 and 5. The forward primer differs between PCR 1 and
PCR 2, while the reverse primer differs between Experiments A and B.
A representative sample of sequence classes are shown for experiments
A and B.

Figure 7. Divergent evolutionary trajectories of sequence class E18.
The catalytic rate constant and maximum cleavage yield are shown
for select clones isolated from the designated generations. In experiment
A, the selection time was progressively decreased from 5h to 5 s.
In experiment B, the selection time was maintained at 5 h.
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Understanding population dynamics in a model system
of RNA-cleaving DNAzymes

The beginning and end of most in vitro selection experi-
ments are generally well characterized, but the path in
between has seldom been examined in detail, if at all.
This scenario essentially precludes an analysis of the pop-
ulation dynamics, and the ability to detect any important
changes in the composition of the population. Several
notable exceptions do exist, all of which involve model
systems based on pools of partially randomized variants
of the Tetrahymena self-splicing ribozyme, undergoing
in vitro evolution for improved and/or altered function
(25–30).

In previous work, we established a different type of
model system to study population dynamics, based on a
pool of unrelated RNA-cleaving DNAzyme sequences
undergoing in vitro selection. Changes in the composite
population and the frequency of individual sequence
classes were traced over time, and in response to either
increasingly stringent (experiment A), or constant and per-
missive (experiment B) selection time pressure. Dynamic
fluctuations in the population composition were observed
over time, and simple computer simulations were used as a
preliminary effort to investigate the influence of the three
phenotypic characteristics expected to have the greatest
impact on the survival and reproduction of DNAzymes;
the catalytic rate constant (i.e. the target phenotype),
maximum cleavage yield and PCR amplification efficiency.
The utility of these computer simulations was limited
by several factors including a simple algorithm, a small
sample set (consisting of only eight sequence classes),
and the assignment of hypothetical and arbitrary values
to each of the phenotypic properties. In the current study,
we sought to extend our understanding of the population
dynamics in this model system. Toward this end, we deter-
mined the actual phenotypic values for a sample of 58
representative DNAzyme clones distributed between and
within, major and minor sequence classes, and various
rounds of selection.

In general, a positive correlation was observed between
the target phenotype and the fitness of a given sequence
(as reflected by the frequency and temporal position along
the generational timeline), but the strength of this corre-
lation depended directly on the stringency of the applied
selection pressure. In experiment A, which was subjected
to relatively stringent time pressure, a larger fraction
of the population that was found in later rounds of the
experiment in higher frequencies, exhibited higher cataly-
tic rate constants than those that disappeared in earlier
rounds. In contrast, under the relatively permissive time
pressure used in experiment B, the sequences found
in later rounds of the experiment often exhibited lower
activity than those observed in earlier rounds.
Nevertheless, it should be noted that while fitness was
more strongly correlated to the target phenotype in exper-
iment A, the population in this selection pathway was still
susceptible to unexpected changes such as the decline of
relatively fast DNAzymes (e.g. E42 and E14), and the
sudden appearance of ‘new’ DNAzymes (e.g. E88) late
in the selection.

It has become clear from our investigation that some
DNAzymes, which we refer to as ‘latent’, can only be
accessed under special circumstances. First, the identifica-
tion of latent DNAzymes may require a thorough analysis
of the population diversity. This is particularly important
when the target phenotype is not strongly correlated with
the frequency and temporal position of a DNAzyme. For
instance, we identified several relatively fast DNAzymes
in earlier rounds of selection that were not present in
the terminal round population. A similar scenario was
observed in the original selection experiment from which
the well known 8-17 and 10-23 DNAzymes were isolated
(31); the 8-17 motif was part of a subpopulation of
sequences that dominated in rounds 6–8, but was ulti-
mately superseded by a different subpopulation in
rounds 9 and 10, which contained the 10-23 motif. A thor-
ough survey of the activity between different classes can
also be important, because relatively fast DNAzymes were
not only identified in the major sequence classes, but also
among some of the minor classes. Furthermore, phenoty-
pic variations may exist within classes, which can lead to
an underestimation of catalytic activity, depending on the
representative clone(s) chosen for analysis.
Second, the manifestation of some latent DNAzymes

may depend on the acquisition of one or more adaptive
mutations, which can occur by chance during PCR.
For instance, E14 likely acquired an adaptive mutation
that served to extend its evolutionary trajectory, and
therefore likelihood of detection (Figure 6). Because
only a small fraction of the total sequence space is typi-
cally included in the initial random-sequence library, some
of the functional molecules will invariably be represented
by suboptimal sequences. However, the optimal sequence
variant may be located only a short mutational distance
away, and could potentially be accessed by random muta-
genesis. It should be noted that the acquisition of such
adaptive mutations will occur serendipitously, and can
only be indirectly manipulated by interference with the
PCR mutation rate (32).
The identification of latent DNAzymes can also be

facilitated by the application of stringent selection pres-
sure, which appears to strengthen a positive correlation
between the target phenotype and frequency/temporal
position of a DNAzyme. This conclusion is supported
by the fact that E18 was reliably identified in experiment
A (under stringent time pressure), but appeared only
transiently in experiment B (under permissive time pres-
sure), despite having one of the highest measured catalytic
rate constants in this study. In general, the low level
of recurrence observed between the outcome of experi-
ments A and B is predicted to be largely due to the differ-
ence in selection pressure. However, it should be noted
that there are several general factors that can influence
the probability of recurrence in any replicate in vitro
selection/evolution experiments, as discussed in detail
elsewhere (33).

Limitations of the study

The unexpected fluctuations observed in the evolutionary
trajectories of some DNAzyme sequence classes, cannot
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be adequately explained even when all three phenotypic
properties are taken into consideration. Therefore, we can
deduce that additional factors are obscuring the expected
relationship between fitness and phenotype. It is beyond
the objective and scope of this study to try to elucidate all
of these factors, and their precise contributions to each
of the many evolutionary trajectories observed herein.
Such efforts would likely be futile, given the complexity
of the problem. However, we can speculate about several
factors that could potentially cause fluctuations in the
population composition.
A combination of subsampling and genetic drift is

one such factor that may help to explain the population
fluctuations. Some form of subsampling occurs between
each step in the in vitro selection cycle. For instance,
only a fraction of the total product from PCR1 is used
to seed PCR2, and only a fraction of the DNA pool
is recovered after each PAGE purification step. The sub-
sampling that occurs with each of these laboratory manip-
ulations can potentially have a ‘bottleneck’ effect that
decreases the effective population size (33), which in turn
may cause a decrease in the sequence diversity and hasten
genetic drift.
Another intriguing possibility is that some form of

stabilizing or negative selection could be acting on the
population. In general, stabilizing selection acts to
remove phenotypic extremes when an intermediate pheno-
type represents an optimum for fitness (34). In our model
system, DNAzymes were provided with both 7.5mM
Mg2+ and 7.5mM Mn2+ as cofactors to facilitate the
cleavage reaction during the main selection step of each
round. However, DNAzymes that can function in a lower
concentration of cofactors (i.e. only 5mM Mg2+ is pro-
vided in the substrate-DNAzyme ligation reaction), would
be susceptible to negative selection during the ligation step
of each round. We tested this hypothesis by conducting
simple cleavage assays to verify DNAzyme activity under
the ligation buffer conditions (data not shown). Most of
the DNAzymes exhibited some level of cleavage activity
(typically <10-fold lower than the activity exhibited in the
original selection buffer), indicating that negative selection
effects could have factored into the observed frequencies
of different DNAzymes.
In this study, we used a relatively large model system

that consisted of more than 800 sequenced DNAzyme
clones; nevertheless, we cannot exclude the possibility
that some of the observed fluctuations in DNAzyme fre-
quency may be artifacts of the sampling size (i.e. �50
clones/round). However, the sample size used herein
meets or exceeds the typical size used in most in vitro selec-
tion experiments, and should provide relevant insight into
the potential issues these experiments may encounter.
Although we have investigated the population dynamics

of in vitro selection through a specific case study involving
RNA-cleaving DNAzymes, our findings should be of gen-
eral interest regardless of the target phenotype and model
system. We suspect that most selection experiments can be
susceptible to the same type of unpredictable population
changes observed herein, because the selective amplifica-
tion and sampling process of in vitro selection is funda-
mentally conserved, even if the specific details may differ

from one selection experiment to another. The potential
generality of our conclusions has been evidenced in the
outcome of another in vitro selection experiment recently
conducted by our laboratory (35). In this other experi-
ment, we sought to isolate RNA-cleaving DNAzymes
that could efficiently cleave pyrimidine–pyrimidine junc-
tions. In addition to a different library design featuring a
chimeric substrate and 20-nt random region, we reduced
the total number of experimental steps involved in each
round of selection to minimize the potential effects of sub-
sampling. The number of PCR reactions per round was
also reduced to minimize potential PCR bias, and the
ligation step was removed to alleviate the negative selec-
tion effect described earlier. Despite these alterations (and
in the presence of increasingly stringent time pressure), we
still observed examples where the frequency and temporal
position of a given sequence was not directly correlated
with the target phenotype. Due to the scarcity of in vitro
selection studies that have examined the population
dynamics in sufficient detail, it remains to be determined
just how pervasive this effect may be.

CONCLUSIONS

By scrutinizing not just the outcome of in vitro selection,
but the path taken to get there, we have discerned
significant deviations from the expected pattern of evolu-
tionary change in a model population of RNA-cleaving
DNAzymes. Our results demonstrate that the presence of
the target phenotype in the initial random-sequence
library is necessary, but not sufficient, to guarantee detec-
tion through in vitro selection. The particular design
and implementation of a selection strategy can dramati-
cally alter the outcome, which underscores the inherent
difficulty in exploring sequence space effectively, and map-
ping the functional limits of DNAzymes accurately. Two
important measures can be taken to improve the likeli-
hood of identifying ‘latent’ functional sequences, which
can only be accessed under certain conditions. First, in
the context of catalysis, the application of stringent selec-
tion pressure (i.e. reaction time) strengthens a positive cor-
relation between the frequency/temporal position and
the target phenotype (i.e. magnitude of the catalytic rate
constant). Second, because this positive correlation can
potentially be obscured by unpredictable factors, there
may be a significant benefit to assessing the population
composition at multiple stages in the selection experiment,
and assessing the activity of representative clones from
both major and minor sequence classes.
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